WAN VACATION SDN BHD

CORPORATE PROFILE

We strive to be the best in the
market, and become the key
player of Halal Tourism in
Malaysia and in the region.

Welcome
In today’s competitive world, the best way to ensure a service business’ success is to delight the customer.
Today’s customers -- and tomorrow’s -- want responsiveness, low cost and high quality. If a company does
not meet or exceed the customers’ needs, their competitors will. Always keeping that in mind, Wan Vacation
Sdn Bhd strive to be the best in the market, and become the key player of Halal Tourism in Malaysia and in
the region.
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A Snapshot...
ith core businesses in Travel & Tours and Hospitality, Wan
Vacation Sdn Bhd boast a variety of products with over
300 packages on multiple thematic based tours to the
various parts of the world. Coupled with our specialty, value
for money “Series Departure Tours” making Wan Vacation the
sought after travel agency in Malaysia that offers not only value
for money, but more so, reliable, with a highly recognize service
oriented travel company.
It have been a long but educating
journey for Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd
as the company have gone through
changes in its business focus since
inception. Founded in 2008 and
established under the name of
Wenkt Voyage, the primary focus
in business was merely to offer
Ground Arrangements for Travel
Agents in Malaysia as a wholesale
representative office for various
international Tour Operators.

of the Series Departure Tours with
most of the products offering allinclusive tour packages to various
parts of Europe including Russia Scandinavia and the Far East which
includes, China, South Korea and
also Japan. The expansion program
does not only covers the product
and services but also the rebranding
exercise with the launch of the new
logo and also expanded interactive
web www.selamatbercuti.com.

The founder, Syazwan Zanini
moved forward and changed the
Company’s business direction
from a wholesale entity to a retail
travel company offering consumers
a variety of Tour Products. This
more prompted him to change
the company’s name from Wenkt
Voyage to Wenkt Vacation Sdn Bhd
in 2010 with an approved license
issued by the Malaysian Ministry
of Tourism. With a humble start
offering tour packages for small
groups or family travel almost
single handedly, he have managed
to move the business proactively
with such a passion making him
the preferred Tour Leader for these
groups.

In the hospitality front, Wan Vacation
Sdn Bhd also own and manage the
Min House Camp in Kubang Kerian,
Kelantan. Operated with a concept of
an expanded version of a Homestay
Program, Min House Camp focuses
on both Eco and Agro based tourism
taking advantage of its strategic
location on the edge of Kota Bahru
Town and on the riverine of Sungei
Lubuk Durian which is ideal for its
natural flora and fauna.

Surrounded by lush greenery, the
House Camp offers 15 chalets, a
multipurpose hall, Trigona Bee Farm, a
bee research laboratory, water sports
facilities, firefly garden, organic farm
and many more interesting activities
earning it the prestigious award of
The change in fortune started “Green Hotel” by Malaysian Ministry of
in 2015 when the company’s Tourism.
name was changed again to Wan
Vacation Sdn Bhd for the purpose
of simplicity and in 2017, Ahmad
Syazwan have decided to expand
the business with the introduction
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Message from the

Managing Director
Syazwan Zanini
Managing Director

llow me to open my statement by taking this opportunity to express my
heartfelt gratitude to all our long standing clients, partners and also staff
who have undoubtedly contributed to the success story of Wan Vacation
Sdn Bhd. Such loyalty and support have moved our business from the inset of
Travel & Tours related products and services, to Owing and Managing a House
Camp, in Kota Bharu, Kelantan.

While
we
concur
that
Automation and E Commerce
Solutions is the way forward
in maintaining a successful
business and sustaining growth,
at Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd we
firstly place our priority in
providing value to our clients
through the personal touch
that we offer while delivering
our services to the constant
and continuous demand of our
clients.

We are now living in challenging times and the need to be creative, innovative
and progressive seemed to be a demand to determine the future of our
business. At Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd, we emphasize to strive and seek out these
ingredients to benefit our stake holders which is predominantly, our clients. Our
growth mindset culture requires us to truly understand and share the feelings
and requirements of our clients enabling us to deliver the most competitive
and comprehensive detailed offer as required and probably more.
While concentration surrounds enshrining human capital values to accomplish
our goals, Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd also takes importance in the evolution of
the Travel Industry itself through the development of E Commerce solution/s
enabling simplicity to some or majority of our clients. We acknowledged that
to remain ahead, the development of information technology solutions is
important in creating a networked society that is global in scale which could in
the long run transform the business into a global or regional entity.
At Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd, while we strive in the development and evolution
of the Travel Industry, there is no compromise in the level of service that is
demanded and expected from our staff and we shall continue to move forward
meeting the demands and challenges ahead.
Again, thank you for all the patience and support that you have shown with a
hope that we shall all journey together to the future in many years to come.
Visit www.selamatbercuti.com for more information on our products and
services.
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Corporate Information
Company Name
Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd
(previously known as Wenkt Vacation Sdn Bhd)
Registration Date
03 Mar 2010
Company Registration No
891404-D
Maybank Islamic Berhad
SWIFT: MBBEMYKL
5647 6230 1896 (Travel Business)
5530 3802 8077 (Min House Camp)
CIMB Bank Malaysia Berhad
8008956689
KPL Licence No:
6811
6811/1
Ministry of Finance - Bumiputra:
357-02183109
MATTA Membership:
MA4210
Company Secretary:
Nik Ainum Secretariat &
Management Services
48L5-C Tingkat 2,
Jalan Dusun Muda
15200 Kota Bharu, Kelantan
Kuala Lumpur Main Office:
Selamatbercuti.com Office Suite
221-1 Jalan Sarjana,
Taman Connaught,
56000 Kuala Lumpur.
Kota Bharu Office:
Min House Camp
Lot 1247, Kampung Pulau,
Kubang Kerian,
16150 Kota Bharu, Kelantan
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Travel & Tours

Our Team

Our Most Valued Asset
Syazwan Zanini
Managing Director
Syazwan has always been passionate
about travelling since his university
days back in University of Science
and Technology of Lille, France. He
started doing freelance tour guiding
for small Malaysian VIP groups visiting
UK & Europe, He also involved in the
production Jurnal Kembara Haliza di
Eropah around Europe that sparked his
interest even more. Upon finishing his
study in 2007, he started his carier as
a French Lecturer at UiTM Shah Alam
and joined TM Travel & Tours as Tour
Consultant in Outbound Department before setting up Wenkt Voyage (2008) and subsequently Wenkt Vacation Sdn
Bhd in 2010. His previous experience in managing and organizing specialized VIPs vacation and luxury shopping
experience has embarked another leap of reputable service from selamatbercuti.com to his clientelle.

Mohd Saufie Mohd Sakri
Chief Operating Officer
A Tourism Management graduate from
UiTM Shah Alam in 2006, he started
his journey in this industry with POTO
Travel & Tours. For 8 years, he gained his
experience and developed his skills in
various departments including product
development, operation, marketing and
management and his last position was
Head of the Operation Department. He
later joined Amar Travel & Tours in Nov
2014 where he was appointed as Sales
Manager to cover 3 markets; Malaysia,
Singapore and Indonesia. In Sept 2015,
he seek a greener pasture by joining a newly opened travel agency, Kowamas Holidays as their Product & Operation
Manager where he dedicated all of his efforts and knowledge in building the company and moving them forward. It
was May 2017 when Wan Vacation welcomed him on board where he is being entrusted with the position as Chief
Operating Officer to build up Selamatbercuti.com brand in the market to spur the company’s development.
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Bashirulhafi Abdul Rahman
Head, Tours
Bashrafi graduated from University of
Machester, UK in BSc of Pharmaceutical
Science. Earned his experience travelling
around Europe during university days, he
joined AirAsia in Customer Experience
Division. In 2012, he joined MSD, a
multinational pharmaceutical company
by becoming a Product Specialist. He
was in charge in sales & marketing for
company’s wide range of medicinal
products and handling key clients’
accounts. He joined Wan Vacation in
2013 and became one of the pioneer
in spearheading ‘selamatbercuti.com’
branding. In ‘selamatbercuti.com’ he started as Tour Manager for FIT Outbound Department before becoming the
Operation & Product Development Manager for Series Departure products mainly to Europe. In March 2017, he
becomes the Director of Sales & Marketing and entrusted to manage and lead company’s direction in capturing local
Muslim Tourism market and stay ahead of competition.

Zuraihan Zaki
Human Resources Admin
After graduated from Universiti Malaya
in Education, She worked as a Sales &
Marketing Manager in DMB Kembara
Sdn Bhd, a trading company supplying
medical, laboratory and navigation
devices to government agencies and
local universities. She was in charge in
driving sales for company’s wide range
of products to major sales account. In
December 2016, she joined as Office
Manager & Director at selamatbercuti.
com where she oversees office’s daily
operations, procedures and human
resource matters.
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Nur Emilia Ismail
Head of
Customer Service
Department
Emilia
Ismail,
graduated
from
UiTM Shah Alam
in B. Sc (Hons) in
Hotel Management
in
year
2000.
Upon
completed
her degree, she
worked in hotel
industry for 4 years
in Front Office and
Rooms
Division.
She started her career in travel line in 2005 with Krisflyer
Singapore Airllines Frequence Flyer Programme for 2
years as Customer Service Executive. Then, she joined
Asia Experiance Sdn Bhd (Inbound Company) for 5 years
as Supplier Relation Senior Officer. Due to her passion
in travelling, she joined Outbound agent, Kowamas
Holidays Sdn Bhd in 2011 until 2016. Her wide experience
in customer service in various companies has secured her
position as Customer Service Department Manager in
selamatbercuti.com.

Saifulyazan
Sulaiman
Head, Ticketing
Started his career
travel industry back
in 1990 in Malaysia
Airlines.
After
that he continued
gaining experience
in travel industry
in
many
well
established
and
prominent
travel
agencies including
Scenic Holidays as Sales Executive, Ultimate Holidays
(Agency Sales Executive), Destiria Travel & Tours and
Kris International Travel & Tours Operation (Ticketing
Department), MR Travel & Tours (Manager), Sri Sutra
Travel & Tours (Assistant Manager), PST Travel and POTO
Travel. Due to his vast experience in travel industry, he
joined selamatbercuti.com as Tour Manager to drive
sales for FIT, GIT and Ad Hoc Group Tours.

Mas Mesdeir
Head, Accounts

With
over
20
years of hands on
experience in the
field of Accounts,
Mas
Mesdier
have
excelled
his knowledge in
Accounting
from
1997 through his
first
employment
with
Jepamojosa
Sdn Bhd. Striving his way up the corporate ladder, he is
now specialized in Travel & Tours accounting processors.
In 2008, he joined as Accounts Office with Malaysian
Golf Association before taken a more challenging role
as Accounts Executive with Poto Travel & Tours where
he served for 6 years before taking up the position in
Kowamas Holidays as head of accounts in 2015 and
subsequently, in 2017, Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd.

Mohd Farid Osman
Head, Sales

From Kuala Lumpur,
he graduated from
UiTM Shah Alam
in
Diploma
in
Business majoring
in Transportation.
He
started
his
career in travel
industry
when
he
joined
Sri
Kedawang Travel
& Tours in Account Management in 2002.After his five
years tenure, he joined Aidil Travel & Tours serving Sales
Department. In 2008, he moved to Noble Travel in the
same department before he joined POTO Travel & Tours,
Putrajaya Branch as Senior Sales & Marketing Executive.
He was promoted to be the Branch Manager for POTO
Travel & Tours, Putrajaya in 2012 until 2014. His last
position was as Sales Manager in Kowamas Holidays prior
to be assigned as Sales Manager in selamatbercuti.com
to handle government segment and incentive groups.
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Organizational
Structure

Managing Director
Syazwan Zanini

CSD

Marketing

Sales

HRAD

Fin / Account

Head

Head

Head

Head

Emilia Ismail

Mohd Farid

Zueraihan

Mas Mesdeir

Asst Manager
Siti Fatimah

Executive

Executive

Mohd Aidil

Danial
Web Master
Ikhwan

Executive

Executive

Graphic

Graphic

Hafiz Hashim

M. Azim
Despatch
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Chief Operating Officer
Mohd Saufie Mohd Sakri
Product Dev

SD Operation

Tours

Commercial Director
Mohd Nasir Mohd Tahir
Ticketing

Inbound

Business Dev
Corp Comms

Head

Executive

Head

Head

Head

Akmal Talha

Bashrafi

Saifulyazan

Executive

Executive

Executive

Aainaa Afifah
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Strengths & Key Values
Dynamic & Dedicate Team

Professional Tour Execution

Proactive Research and Development

Always Within Reach

Our team is consisted of people from different backgrounds
and this provide the company with a different set of
skills and point of view in providing the best services to
our clients. The key staff are young and this become the
key catalysts for us to always apply latest technological
advancement in social media age. We constantly develop
new approach to simplify our interaction with guests while
staying relevant in the market.

Being in an industry where we have to stay up to date to
current market trend, our research and development team
stays proactive. We constantly develop and innovate new
packages to enhance our guests’ travel experience. There’s
always something new to look forward in every tour that
we offered where no other travel agencies do.

Attention to Details

Full attention to every detail begins before departure, from
the time a customer inquiries about a trip and we prepare
an estimate to the time travel documents are handed over,
and, from then on, continues throughout the tour as we
assist our customers in every step. Selamatbercuti.com has
studied every possible way to make everything simpler,
safer and more pleasant.
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In the preparation of a trip we leave nothing to chance
and pay undivided attention to each and every detail:
stylish and practical bags, technical documentation
including vouchers and air tickets, luggage stickers and
extensive information on their destinations to accompany
our customers on their exciting trips with us.

For every departure, we will allocate dedicated phone
line for any emergency cases where you can reach us
24/7. We will provide the number to contact in our travel
pack prior to departure to ensure peace of mind during
travelling. For every series departure group, we will
designate one experienced tour manager to be with the
group for the entire trip to address any arising issues on
the spot.

Product &

Services

PRODUCTS
Group Departures

The most demanded product over the shelf.
A hassle free group travel with all tour components prearranged would
be an ideal way to travel, especially so for the elderlies and those that
seldom travel abroad. All our group departures are accompanied with
a highly trained Tour Leader and Tour Guide for selected cities trusting
it to be a comfortable tour. Where meals are included, the selection
of restaurants are carefully selected in ensuring that they are halal
certified or the very least, the meat is halal certified. Where in cities that
is difficult to obtain a proper Halal Meals or in ambiguity, a selection of
vegetarian or seafood is preferred.

Free & Independent Tours (FIT)

A wide range of FIT products have been created to meet the many
diverse request of our consumers. Over 300 packages have been
created where it would be mind boggling to review them all. In making
the selection process simplified, the following range of Themes have
been created.
• Island and Beach Holidays
Beach enthusiast encompasses a huge percentage of today’s
travelers irrespective if it is among friends, family or simply on
your own. A wide range of destinations and islands have been
researched taking into the demand of our consumers is now
available with selamatbercuti.com. A simple base packages with
many optional activities that could be prearranged prior to your
arrival making your holiday free from haggling.
• Honeymooners
A diverse requirement although mostly surrounds Island or Beach
holidays. At Wan Vacation, we have planned your Honeymoon to
be special and as meticulously planned as the wedding itself. We
take pride in the team of holiday planners.
• Adventure Holidays
Move your adrenalin into high gear. Dependent on the selected
destination, the inclusions would be Trekking, Water Rafting,
Bungee Jumping or something more challenging as Rock
Climbing.
• Shop Till You Drop
Designed purely as named, the selected destinations are known
to be the shopping heaven for most Malaysians. Depending on
what excites you, we have them all from clothing to garments to
bags and much more. View the wide range of destinations and the
possible items available in the selected destination.

Call upon our Tour Planners for a meeting enabling us to
understand your requirements.

Worldwide Flight Reservations

Our Global Reservations System enables Wan Vacation Sdn
Bhd to book flights with over 95% of the airlines in the world.
Accessing their core system to look at live inventory enables us
to offer our clients a much comprehensive flight planning at the
most economical proposition. We currently offer such services to,
• Ministries within the Government of Malaysia
• Government Link Companies
• Universities
• Corporates
• Retail

Transportation

Request for Ground Transportation to almost all destinations
around the world is on the increased. We at Wan Vacation Sdn
Bhd offers such services on self-drive or driven. Van, Mini Coach,
Coach, Large Coach, Long - Distance Coach is common on our
request list.

Travel Insurance

We have made Travel Insurance compulsory in our Tour Programs
as not only high risk destinations requires Insurance but more so
every single destination. It is a product which some clients viewed
as luxury but at Wan Vacation, a necessity. You do not know just
when it will come handy. For clients insisting that Insurance is
not required, we would require them to sign off an indemnity
agreement to indemnify Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd as recommended
by Kementerian Pelancongan and also MATTA.
We offer both the conventional Insurance and for some, the
Takaful Islamic based Insurance as preferred.

SERVICES
Visa Services

It sounds easy but with the policies imposed differently for each
country, it could be time consuming to forward your application
for Visa. Even on most online visa application, an error in filling th
e forms could result be your visa being rejected. This is especially
so for some countries like the United States of America and also
Canada. With such a nominal charge, free your mind and stress as
our Tour Planners would be more than happy to coordinate and
make the application on your behalf.

Airport Meet and Assist

A simple task but not easy to coordinate. Sizeable airports
like KLIA and KLIA 2 with thousands of passengers departing
and arriving on daily basis. Coordinating these services could
be a nightmare. At Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd, we have a team of
employees that specializes to offer such services, especially for
events and seminars pick up and arrival support.

• Sporting Enthusiast
Rugby, Soccer, Tennis. These are some of the events that is sought
after by our clients. We have programed the package to tour and
enjoy the tournaments selected.

Custom Made Packages

Easy to read but not so easy to plan. Do not take for granted that it
is easy to plan tailor made packages. We have a team of employees
that have specialized in the planning and execution of these packages.
Irrespective if they are on FIT or Group basis, we do them all. Our Team
of Tour Planners will sit and discuss your requirements coupled with
your budget to ensure that we would meet to your best satisfaction
even before you travel.
We have clustered the Incentives and Leisure Tours / Travel into the
same category. The Custom Made Packages or Tailor Made Packages
offered covers the following programs.
• Family with Small Group
• Technical Visits by Companies, Government or Universities\
• Educational and Study Groups
• Company Staff Incentive Programs to Various parts of the world
where a mixture of leisure meets business is embedded in the
program.
• Team Building Programs, domestically or internationally.
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Family & Group Trip

South Korea,
Private Tour
Seoul + Mt Sorak
May 2015

Beijing China
Private Tour
May 2014

Tian Anmen Square,
Beijing

Perth Private Tour

Syoknya Eropah

Italy Austria

November 2015

Zaanse Schans
November 2016

Syoknya Eropah
Atomnium, Brussel
Oktober 2017
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Caversham Wildlife Park
October 2015

Venice, Italy
September 2016

Pesona Turkey
Ephesus, Kusadasi
Oktober 2017

Our Clients
CORPORATE
Client

Year

2015

UNIVERSITY

Destination

United Kingdom
Netherland
Belgium

Client

France
Korea

Year

Destination

2011 Current

Korea
Taiwan
Cambodia

2017

Turkey
Cambodia

2015
2016

China
Indonesia

2016
2016

Japan
Europe

2015

Thailand

2014
2016

UAE
Thailand

2012

China

2012
2013

Beijing
Laos

2014
2016

China
Thailand

2015

New Zealand

2016
2017

Spain
Oman

2013
2016
2017

China
Korea
Vietnam

2016

China

2014

Thailand

2014
2014
2016

UAE
Morocco
Russia

2015

Taiwan

2015
2016

Spain
USA

2015
2016

Sabah, Malaysia
Melaka, Malaysia

2016

China

2015

Australia

2015

UAE

2016

Vietnam

2015

Uzbezkistan

2016

Philipines

2016
2016

Korea
China

2014

Indonesia

2015

Japan

2016

Melaka, Malaysia

Vietnam
Indonesia
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License & Memberships
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wholly owned and managed by Wan Vacation Sdn
Bhd, Min House Camp is situated on the edge of Kota
Baru town in Kg Pulau Kubang Kerian, Kelantan. An
area rich with its natural flora and fauna while surrounded
with lush greeneries next to Lubok Durian River.

Information

Classified as a Green Hotel by the Malaysian Ministry of
Tourism with “Excellence Certification” issued by Trip
Advisor, Min House Camp is opened year round and
tailored for those wanting to spend a few days outside
the hustle and bustle of city life to a small and nestled
countryside living at its simplest. Conceptualized and
focused around Eco and Agro Tourism, Min House Camp
offers a wide range of activities and facilities that could
easily be packaged and tailored for those who just want
to get away!

Telephone
+609 765 2440 / +6013 922 5440 / +6013 911 4440

Today, Min Hoise Camp have attracted many local
and international tourist where Kelantan Tourism has
recognized the packages offered by Min House Camp as
one of the main tourist attraction for the state of Kelantan.

Address
Lot 1287, Kampung Pulau, Kubang Kerian,
16150 Kota Bharu, Kelantan

Web Site
www.minhousecamp.com
Email Address
info@minhousecamp.com
Facebook
Min House Camp
Instagram
@minhousecamp
Waze Location
Min House Camp
GPS : 6.090432, 102.291131
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Our Activities
Trigona Bee Farm – A Stingless Bee
Bee Research Lab
River Sport Facilities – Kayak
Nature Activities
• Clam Digging
• Firefly Garden
• Village Tour
• Fishing
• Organic Farm
• Cultural Activities
• Traditional Archery
• Cooking Class – Traditional Culinary
• Honey Tasting
• Rice Grinding
• Kukur Kelapa (Grating Coconut)
Mini Petting Zoo
Malay Cultural Show (For Organized Events Only)
• Dikir Barat
• Wayang Kulit
• Kertok
• Gendang & Rebana Ubi

Our Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 Hours Front Desk Service
Free Wifi Access
Free Parking Area
15 Chalets
Multipurpose Hall
Centralized BBQ Area

Our Guests Includes
•
•
•
•

Family Holiday
Studying school trips
Corporate Team Building Programs
University Pre and Post Graduate Students, especially in
Agriculture Based Studies
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TRIGONA BEE FARM
Stingless Bee is also known as Kelulut in Malaysia and
stored in propolis pots where it will infuse into bee
honey and provide anti-inflammatory, anti-bacterial
and antibiotics benef its. Over millions of year being
populated in tropical forest, the honey is widely used
as a traditional remedy for illness and diseases.
Min House Camp also offers professional courses
through our collaboration with the Malaysian Ministry
of Agriculture. A proper Lab have also been setup for
research purposes by University Sains Kubang Kerian
offering valuable input to our guest.
A stingless bee farm located on the Min House Camp
away from the city

CAMPSITE
With capacity of over 400 people, our campsite is divided
into two sections, both for males and females with each
section houses its own utilities and toilet facilities. An ideal
situation for children wanting to experience camping
activities.
Combining the camping with the many activities that Min
House Camp could offer, the entire experience could be
enjoyed purely for leisure or coupled with a high value
education process on having the outdoor experience.
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ORGANIC FARM
Domestic collaboration with local farmers, Min House
Camp have created our very own Organic Farm which
contains more than 20 species of vegetation which is
completely free from pesticides. These farms are jointly
managed by Min House Camp and also the local villagers
which have formed as part of the community project by
Min House Camp.
Visits to the Organic Farm could also be arranged
through our reception counter where schedules are
readily available.

NATURE ACTIVITIES
A wide range of Nature Activities could be made available for those who are keen to explore the wonders of Kelantan.
Our staff at the resort would be more than happy to make the arrangements for those interested. Schedule of prices for
each activity is made available. Just enquire within.
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Our Guests
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Certificates
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KL Office Address (KPL 6811)
Wan Vacation Sdn Bhd (891404-D)
221-1, Jalan Sarjana,
Taman Connaught,
56000 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
+60 3-9132 2884
1800-18-2884
info@selamatbercuti.com
KB Office Address (KPL 6811/1)
Min House Camp
Lot 1287, Kampung Pulau,
Kubang Kerian,
16150 Kota Bharu, Kelantan
+60 9-765 2440
kb@selamatbercuti.com

selamatbercuti
@selamatbercuti
@selamatbercuti
www.selamatbercuti.com

